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#StandWithLeo: Feminists are all about my body my choice until
men come up.
March 4, 2023 | 179 upvotes | by Dr_RxRedpill

Feminists are all about consent and my body my choice until men come up.
We support consent. However - by attempting to cancel men for dating younger women (still over the age
of consent) - they prove that they are hypocrites.
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Comments

CalmEntrepreneur884 • 98 points • 4 March, 2023 06:10 PM 

How come there is outrage for DiCaprio, but not for Cher and Madonna?

I think feminists engage in equality talk only where it benefits them personally

dw87190 • 21 points • 4 March, 2023 09:04 PM 

Feminists are out to erase female accountability. This is one of many things that prove they're not about
equality

secret_tiger101 • 9 points • 4 March, 2023 09:25 PM 

For those wondering: Cher 76,

Her boyfriend 36

xEginch • 0 points • 5 March, 2023 12:24 AM 

Madonna is one thing because afaik she’s as questionable as Leo, but it doesn’t exactly take a genius to
figure out why 48 and 19 is not even remotely the same as 76 and 36

Loumier • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 09:57 PM 

I think feminists engage in equality talk only where it benefits them personally

It's literally this all the time. Just notice how everytime a woman say what a "real man" should behave like
it's always something that benefits women directly.

McFeely_Smackup • 3 points • 4 March, 2023 09:46 PM 

I think what Madonna has done to herself is worse than anything anyone else could do to her

Uncle_Touchy1987 • 29 points • 4 March, 2023 06:35 PM 

He is a top 1% of men in North America he gets to fuck whoever he wants. Too bad cry babies.

Character_Pirate_618 • 7 points • 4 March, 2023 09:27 PM 

He's one false accusation away from poverty and prison. Don't kid yourself.

Uncle_Touchy1987 • 3 points • 4 March, 2023 09:29 PM 

Good thing he has money and lawyers. If it happens I hope he does a Bieber and blast her ass in court.

Character_Pirate_618 • 3 points • 4 March, 2023 09:33 PM 

Yep. The only men that survive false accusations are men with lots of money.

Uncle_Touchy1987 • 2 points • 4 March, 2023 09:42 PM 

Exactly! Heck I almost hope it does and he mops the floor with her. We need more examples of
consequences for false accusers.

LeanderGrant • 43 points • 4 March, 2023 05:07 PM 
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Very true. There are plenty of older women in Hollywood who are dating men who are 20-40 years younger.
Any argument they would use against leo could be used against those women, but no one complains.

Feminists need to stop being self-appointed helicopter parents for the world. Adults can make their own choices
and they don't need to explain themselves to angry lonely feminists.

ABBucsfan • 16 points • 4 March, 2023 05:25 PM 

There is some weird outdated idea that young women are still these innocent and delicate flowers not to be
corrupted. Reality is by her age in today's society (especially in the modelling world) she's already fairly
'seasoned'.... We even have publicists telling their clients go have fun with Leo and it will give you some
clout (prob same with Pete Davidson at this point)

TheRealFatShadey1 points 4 March, 2023 05:57 PM [recovered] 

Can you name a single female that has dated multiple teenagers while in her 50s? Because ‘plenty’ seems
like an exaggeration.

D45_B053 • 2 points • 4 March, 2023 10:00 PM 

Like it or not, 18 is a legal adult.

Ravore • 9 points • 4 March, 2023 06:41 PM 

I think the best way to handle this is to be silent and keep your opinion to yourself. The best reply is “if they’re
over 18 I don’t care”

ABBucsfan • 21 points • 4 March, 2023 05:03 PM* 

I find the Leo thing entertaining... As a conservative Christian I have a very different world view.... Things like
one night stands and 3 date rules I find very hard to understand.... Crawling into bed with someone you know
nothing about... So I find it ironic that suddenly everyone is so concerned he can't have intellectual conversations
with the latest young girl he's having some fun with (they both know what they're doing and I don't think either
is seeing future spouse here). Like pick one here.. either one night stands and meaningless sex are empowering'
(she's a sexually confident woman!) or it's not. Or is it you're only allowed meaningless sex I'd they're around
same age? (Let's be honest JLo and Madonna are seen as queens with their boy toys). Kinda feels more like
outrage over either jealously or he's now a 6 and shouldn't be with a 9. Maybe a bit line Pete Davidson having
his fun.. which btw I'd she's the 6 and he's the 9 irs perfectly acceptable and even honourable that he's not
shallow

CanComplex8695 • 7 points • 4 March, 2023 08:03 PM 

Her body her choice. Adult women can date whoever they want. Why are feminists trying to take women's rights
away?

Visible_Marsupial657 • 6 points • 4 March, 2023 08:16 PM 

It really goes against the idea of age of consent. If there is to be an age of consent where adults are capable of
making their own decisions, we have to respect that and not make a big deal about age gaps. Saying a man who
is 35 and dates a 22 year old is a predator is saying that a 22 year old can’t make their own decisions, which
would also excuse them from responsibility for being an actual predator and getting with someone underage. So
essentially you don’t respect age of consent if you think age gaps between adults are predatory behavior.

Shadowdragon409 • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 06:48 PM 
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I think it's weird that he's dating someone super young, but I don't believe it's anybody's business or that he
should be cancelled for it.

63daddy • 12 points • 4 March, 2023 06:19 PM 

Abortion isn’t just about one person’s body, it’s balancing the right of a mother with a developing child1.
which is very different from, getting a tattoo, making a dating choice or many other decisions.

People having opinions about age gap dating is different than policies that cancel people from doing2.
something. Leo isn’t banned from dating younger women. He’s not cancelled. He’s free to date whomever
he wants. People are free to their opinions about who he dates. That’s the nature of being a celebrity and
in the public eye.

I think Leo will continue to date whoever he wants. I don’t think he needs our help and there are more3.
important issues to focus on IMO.

Shadowdragon409 • 1 point • 4 March, 2023 06:54 PM 

based

Dr_RxRedpill[S] • 8 points • 4 March, 2023 05:00 PM 

Our message in support of Leonardo. Please comment, subscribe, and help us get #StandWithLeo trending.

https://youtu.be/LzusjNDYlOg

TheRealFatShadey1 points 4 March, 2023 06:17 PM [recovered] 

Let’s not support Leo just because feminists don’t. That’s not logical. 50 year olds hanging around a dorm
room trying to find impressionable women is gross.

CalmEntrepreneur884 • 10 points • 4 March, 2023 06:50 PM 

it's her body her choice amirite It's not like she was coerced to be in a relationship

Character_Pirate_618 • 2 points • 4 March, 2023 09:26 PM 

Feminists aren't about equality. They're about equity, which is another word for communism. Feminism is the
love child of marxism, socialism and communism.

KrazyJazz • 2 points • 4 March, 2023 09:27 PM 

Come on now! After all those years, we know the way they are. It never has been about equality. What they
want is more privileges. Always more, more and more. They will never stop.

Character_Pirate_618 • 2 points • 4 March, 2023 09:29 PM 

When celebrity women age and men stop admiring them, they become feminists.

eye_of_gnon • 2 points • 4 March, 2023 09:47 PM 

this entire thing is just older women jealous of younger women

nothing more to it than that

Githka • 5 points • 4 March, 2023 07:15 PM 

They already proved to be hypocrites with the simple fact that they tried to make the argument that "my body,
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my choice" somehow didn't also apply to adults choosing to not take the jab.

Largest_Half • 6 points • 4 March, 2023 06:39 PM 

I don't even understand this bullshit. Leo is an absolute chad actor - he obviously attracts supermodels. How can
anyone have an issue with this? The best thing that will ever happen in these womens lives is to date him - he
has so much value that these womens lives are changed forever just by dating him (they get their name in the
paper etc.).

How the fuck is 'creepy' to date a women who is of legal age? I'm coming to the end of my twenties and i will
never date a woman my age they are mostly bitter and have so fucked so many dudes... why would i go for that
when i could get a women who sees me as an actual man, who is hotter, slept with less men, i have prospects of
having kids with, is generally more fun and doesn't have all these weird assumptions of what a man should do.

Women literally DESPISE the fact that men can get with younger, prettier women than them because they
realise they can not offer anything to these men.

The1_And_Only_ • -1 points • 4 March, 2023 05:32 PM 

Correlating my body my choice with a middle aged adult dating barely legal adults is a slippery slope. It's not
just about the number of years, it's about the amount of life experience and knowledge gained within those years.
The difference between 40 and 47 is completely different than 10 and 17.

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • -18 points • 4 March, 2023 05:11 PM 

Yea no. It’s creepy and predatory no matter the Gender. Yes they are legal adults but intellectually they are still
kids who can be easily manipulated.

The hypocrisy is that they allowed the French First Lady to skate like she’s not a goddam peodophile

ABBucsfan • 6 points • 4 March, 2023 05:30 PM* 

I would agree personally.. except in a hookup society where sex is supposed to be empowering and children
start having sex as young as 12/13 (and people think it's fine) I find it really inconsistent with modern society
values...where body count doesn't matter and it's all harmless fun and even empowering and liberating etc.

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • -1 points • 4 March, 2023 05:34 PM 

Don’t get me wrong it’s but the power dynamics of that relationship would be equal. It would be much
harder for things like abuse to take place. Also where do you live 12/13 where I come from 16 sometimes
rarely 15 is the norm

ABBucsfan • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 05:44 PM* 

Canada. Plenty of gr 8 girls (13) were sexually active with the older guys (highschool was gr 8-12)
when I grew up and that was over 20 years ago. First couple who had sex was in gr 7 (12). I
remember some girls in my senior years jokingly calling them finger puppets... yikes..Can only
imagine it's gotten worse. 19 year old models have generally been through the ropes...

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • 1 point • 4 March, 2023 05:53 PM 

None of that is okay. Yes is Hollywood hypocritical when it comes to this yes but that does not
me I have to support a 50 year old man dating a 19 year old. It’s wrong. I’m judging this by my
standards and so should you. 13 year old have sex is wrong no matter what

ABBucsfan • 3 points • 4 March, 2023 05:57 PM* 

From a personal perspective you're preaching to the choir here. I don't believe in hookups
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even in consenting adults... Children should not be messing around with adult things (and
pregnancy is always a risk even if small with precautions). I waited until marriage myself as is
consistent with my personal beliefs. I just feel like in a hookup culture people (particularly
liberal/feminist types) have played themselves and shown how are inconsistent they are. It's
entertaining in a sense in a world that feels like nonsense. I'd say it's wrong from own sense of
my morality, but from the way the rest of the world looks at sex, it doesn't make sense they'd
fine it wrong.. by what measure? Inconsistent at best

DetectiveGreedy9747 • -2 points • 4 March, 2023 05:58 PM 

You might not like it, but it's not wrong.

EmirikolWoker • 12 points • 4 March, 2023 05:32 PM 

Yes they are legal adults but intellectually they are still kids who can be easily manipulated.

Would that mean that the age of consent is too low, if these legal adults aren't intellectually capable of
meaningful consent?

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • -10 points • 4 March, 2023 05:38 PM 

I’m talking about navigating an adult relationship. Casual sex has very little emotion involved. A 50 year
old and a 20 year old in a relationship would create large imbalance in power in that relationship. Power
imbalances are simply gateways to abuse.

Clemicus • 6 points • 4 March, 2023 08:11 PM* 

Lets back this up a bit. You're building this on a lot of shaky ground. First off, you're assuming a lot
about the women he's dating. That they're naive and he's dating them solely due to this naivety. So he
can use and abuse them

That's actually pretty ageist and sexist

As for this response, the previous poster didn't mean that.

If you want the short version: Someone took issue with DiCaprio dating someone much younger than
himself, potentially by a sexist hypocrite, which then was just parroted

Edit: Switched some words around

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • -4 points • 4 March, 2023 08:14 PM 

Bro it is creepy. I don’t know why your defending a boarderline peodophile.

Clemicus • 5 points • 4 March, 2023 08:15 PM 

Stop using words improperly, you absolute fuckface

Edit: Almost forgot: You’ve got no argument

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • 0 points • 4 March, 2023 08:17 PM 

First there’s no reason to be rude. You guys are defending a 50 year old man dating a 19
because you want to prove the other side are hypocrites. Then they turn around and label
us all creeps

Clemicus • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 08:24 PM 

Actually no. If that’s the basis of your argument, you are wrong
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She’s legally an adult. Him dating someone of her age maybe classified as being
immoral but it isn’t illegal

And me responding to you in that manner was how you improperly used words.
Pedophile actually has a set meaning. That’s a child that’s prepubescent

You’ve got no idea what her consent consisted of and to what extent. You’re treating it
as if DiCaprio just pointed at her then proclaimed “We’re in a relationship now
because I said so”

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • 1 point • 4 March, 2023 08:30 PM 

So when I was say it wrong for him to do that did I say illegal. Lots of things are
wrong but not illegal. We’re having a dialogue and immediately went to insults,
that says a lot about you. I apologise I used the word incorrectly. He’s still a creep
simply on the premise of he’s interested in dating 19 year old girls

Clemicus • 3 points • 4 March, 2023 08:36 PM 

By implication. Pedophilia is an illegal act. I separated the two and added the
distinction. I may not agree with it but he’s free to date women of that age

RockmanXX • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 06:10 PM 

intellectually they are still kids who can be easily manipulated.

What age do people stop being "intellectual kids"? 30? 40?

Holiday-Somewhere-96 • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 06:11 PM 

At thirty and forty you have gained significant life experience compared to a person right out of high
school.

Shadowdragon409 • 0 points • 4 March, 2023 06:53 PM 

Around 24

At that point, the prefrontal cortex has finished developing, and they will have a few years as an adult
under their belt.

Said as a 21 year old who feels like a child.

HoennTrio1 points 4 March, 2023 06:22 PM [recovered] 

aint no way yall are defending this pedo ���

NoNeedleworker5799 • 4 points • 4 March, 2023 08:50 PM 

Sorry but what on earth would make you think Leo is a pedo? He dates young which tbh is kinda creepy, but
last I checked all the women he dates are adults.

HoennTrio1 points 4 March, 2023 09:02 PM [recovered] 

And? They just TURNED adults.

NoNeedleworker5799 • 1 point • 4 March, 2023 10:18 PM 

Okay?
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adults

Okay.

mugegegegege1 points 4 March, 2023 08:03 PM [recovered] 

You are either homosexual or a liar if you do not find 18 year olds attractive

Far-Reputation7119 • -3 points • 4 March, 2023 08:16 PM 

Heterosexual men can not find 18 year old girls attractive.

patjackman • 1 point • 4 March, 2023 09:02 PM 

Any sentences containing "ist" and "all" are an automatic swipe left...

Character_Pirate_618 • 1 point • 4 March, 2023 09:25 PM 

We need a female-only draft in reparation to all of those dead boys used as human sacrifices in past wars.

xxTheMagicBulleT • 0 points • 4 March, 2023 09:57 PM 

Most women that complain about it are often 35 and up and see the attention there way drying up and then
complaining about it.

How men and women value different things higher. Makes tgat women mostly aim for older men. And men go
for younger women.

But cause there wasted their time playing games. They then tried and shamed people who did the same thing she
herself did.

Most women are their own worst enemies. See, all the time, the most single girl in a group. Cant keep a guy
more than 6 months. Gonna tell their "best friends" how she should demanding more from her men. And in turn,
the other girl ends up destroying her marriage.

Women are like crabs in a bucket. They would rather keep everyone down with them. Then to see them happily
rise and be happy.

This is also why i think most that talk is also out of pure jealousy. There are some young women saying it, but
they just parrot along with the class lets say. What i have seen its like 80%+ women that is 35 or up and dont get
the attention anymore. Wail the use to partake in the same thing, and so are big hypocrites. And can't handle
seeing people happy. Wail there future is haveing there face be eaten by cats

xEginch • -1 points • 5 March, 2023 12:27 AM 

Literally not a single person I know doesn’t think it’s creepy and I’m 20. “Some” isn’t right at all

xxTheMagicBulleT1 points 5 March, 2023 08:48 AM [recovered] 

Yea, some places are more progressive than others. But what i have seen most that complain about it are
older women.

And i know that some places that teach feminism at college and stuff a ton of younger women also think
like that.

But what i see in my environment is that mostly older women. Wail most younger women stil after older
men. Mybwife and i are 10 years apart as well so.

Everyone knows my and her age. No one has ever been weird about it at all in my environment.
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xEginch • 0 points • 5 March, 2023 11:07 AM 

It really has nothing to do with feminism at all, like I said it’s the common opinion. Even
conservatives agree usually. It doesn’t have much to do with there being a large age gap, it’s that
she’s specifically only 19 that obviously rubs people the wrong way in this case, had she been 30 and
Leo 60 people wouldn’t have cared as much.

The reason you might see more older people being vocal about it is probably because someone who is
closer to Leo’s age will naturally understand even better just how creepy it is to date somebody that
age as they likely already have 19 yos in their life as nieces/nephews or even daughters/sons. It’s
easier to understand then just how creepy it is. (To present that as jealousy is so incredibly
delusional.) But if you go out and ask people who aren’t vocal about it, most people will still say it’s
creepy lol It’s just that most aren’t going out of their way to make a statement on it

xxTheMagicBulleT • 1 point • 5 March, 2023 06:33 PM 

Go read in history books for 100s of years it was pretty normal. For an age cap to be a thing. For
the simple reason what the genders wanted.

Cause older men had more resources, so most girls would pick them anyway, so it would give
their kids a better chance. And that same thing happens every place in animal kingdoms. Many
young women still choose older. I've seen many women 16 to 19. With guys 25+ guys. And those
women choose that them self. No one force them to be in those type of relationship. Only the last
20-25 years do.. ow and that happened again in that time.. and places that dont have that still have
those clasic values. Everywhere that not is. Ow weird. But feminism probably has nothing to do
with it. I bet...

xEginch • 0 points • 5 March, 2023 10:38 PM 

You don’t have to condescendingly explain basic history to me. It doesn’t have much
relevance here and you seem… confused. “25+” is not at all the same as almost 50 and the
cultural reaction to a relationship like that is also wholly different. A 19 yo dating a 25 yo
isn’t so wrong at all. But 25+ and 16 is obviously either illegal or seen as taboo despite how
common it used to be. (It kind of says a lot about what sort of person you are when you insist
that a 16 yo teenager “chooses” to date a full on adult. How far removed from reality do you
have to be to believe that AND also think you’re in the majority?)

But at the end of the day seeing this relationship as “gross” or even “creepy” is the standard
opinion regardless of age, gender or political leaning. That’s my biggest gripe here, honestly.
You thinking that’s a niche opinion only old feminists have

xxTheMagicBulleT1 points 5 March, 2023 11:25 PM [recovered] 

Well, if basic history is too much for you, then dont act like it has nothing to do with it.

Read your own damn text. You're the most condescending shit a read in my life.

You have no clue what yea even talking about.

How you feel about something and your feminism group you surround yourself with that
all find that gross.

Has nothing to do with the rest off the world.

Why i sayed grab a book. You can push whatever rules yea want on people or push all
kinds of things. But people go for what they like.

Biology has been doing that for people and animals for as long as time. And you can say
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it's gross.

But in Hollywood and actors. How often yea see. Young super models 20-25. With 40 or
50 year olds.

And see it all the time with young people also.

Just cause some people find it gross. It means nothing. You can find gay people gross.
Who the fuck cares you dont have to do it with them.

People make their own choices, and in a lot of places 16, you are an adult, not everywhere
you have to be 21 to drink. And smoke and all that.

Just the last 25 years, it changed a lot. But think whatever yea want like it has always been
like that. With yea condescending bullshit.

But the loudest people on the internet are not the biggest group of anything, most just
living their life and how they want to. There are countless examples of actors celebrities.
And the works. That has big age gaps. To 20+ years and thats what people them self
choose. Cause the both get better from it.

You wanna police adults' own choices.

And 16 for big parts of the world is seen as an adult age where girls can have sex if they
want. And what you think about it dont matter if the law sees them as adult and able body
of making there own decisions. And if yea can fuck. Can drink. And smoke. And drive.
And work.

Dont mean i support it. It is like that. Cause feminism burned down a lot of safety nets for
those young people. But whatever you want it, you have it.

Choices of whatever you want and the do. No matter how gross you think it is adult people
by laws, do what they want. Bet it annoys the fuck out off you.

But people make their own choices. Respect them.

xEginch • 0 points • 6 March, 2023 01:49 AM 

Holy shit dude. Yeah basic history I already know but I just don’t find relevant is too
much for me. Are we going to have the typical internet argument of just gaslighting
the other by saying they’re mad when they just said a normal sentence? It’s just a
given that people already know that, but it’s normally agreed upon that a lot of the
values of the 20th century and earlier are outdated. It doesn’t add vital context, it’s just
comment filler.

And, feminist?☠️ I’m on r/MensRights what the fuck are you on about. I guess I’m a
feminist because I think Leo is kinda gross?

Whatever you’ve convinced yourself is the “logical” stance on this topic is a rare
opinion most would find weird at best, that’s all I’m saying. Tough luck.
Conservatives, liberals, feminists and non-feminists would unite in most cases to think
you’re actually a weirdo and probably a creep if your favorite age is the barely legal
kind.

(And just to add a little. In my country the age of consent is 15, it does not mean
you’re considered adult at 15. Were sexually liberated but you would still be labeled a
pedo for having sex with girls at that age, as is the case for most of the developed
world with similar laws.)
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